1. the first k ∈ {2, . . . , n − 1} action profiles of the cycle are b, 2. none of the remaining n − k action profiles is b, and 3. the (k + 1)-st action profile of the cycle is a.
Suppose that T − n periods of playing the mutual minmax suffice to make any sequence of n unilateral deviations unprofitable; more precisely, suppose that
According to the strategy profile to be defined, players are prescribed to play the next action profile in the cycle h n if the last periods of the history is consistent with the first periods of the cycle, for = k, k + 1, . . . , n − 1.
Similarly, they are prescribed to play b if b had been played in the = 0, . . . , k − 1 most recent periods (i.e., the first periods of the cycle has been played), and in the immediately preceding periods, either a full cycle h n or T consecutive periods of a had been played. In all other cases, players are prescribed to play a. By construction, the prescribed repeated-game strategies have bounded recall of length max{T, n + k − 1}.
The profile is described by an automaton with states {w(0, ) : = 1, . . . , n} ∪ {w * (0, 1)} ∪ {w(1, ) : = 1, . . . , T } ∪ {w(2, ) : = 2, . . . , k}, initial period w 0 = w(0, 1), and output function f (w * (0, 1)) = b, f (w(0, )) = a , and f (w(1, )) = f (w(2, )) = a for all . For states w(0, ), transitions are given by
if ≤ n and a = a , a, b;
where if ≥ 2, m − 1 is the number of consecutive action profiles a that immediately precede a in h n (i.e., a −(m−1) = • • • = a −1 = a), and if = 1, m − 1 is the number of consecutive action profiles a that end h n (i.e., a n−(m−2) = • • • = a n = a, and m = 1 if a n = a);
Recall that a = b for ≥ k + 1, so the first two and the last two cases in the definition of τ (w(0, ), a) are mutually exclusive. Moreover, for ≤ k, a = b, and so all transitions from w(0, ) are described. For states w(1, ) and w(2, ), the transitions are given by The "bad" states w(1, ) and w(2, ) encode the number of consecutive action profiles a and b, respectively, that precede the current period. That is, w(1, ) means that a has been played in the − 1 most recent periods, and w(2, ) means that b has been played in the − 1 most recent periods. If action profile b happens to be played in k consecutive periods, then the profile reinitializes : players are prescribed to continue playing cycle h n , independent of the history more than k periods ago. It is important that k ≥ 2: If k were equal to 1, a unilateral deviation in states w(0, ), > k, could cause a (possibly profitable) transition to state w(0, k + 1).
We now verify that the profile is a strict subgame perfect equilibrium. By a unilateral deviation in state w(0, ), a player gains at most n•[max a∈A u i (a)− min a∈A u i (a)]. Indeed, the player may gain not only in terms of the current flow payoff, but also in terms of the flow payoffs in other periods remaining to the end of the cycle, because for some periods of the cycle, the payoff to playing a may exceed the payoff to playing the prescribed strategy. However, the gain can be estimated by [max a∈A u i (a) − min a∈A u i (a)] times the number of remaining periods.
The player loses (approximately) v i − u i ( a) in each of the next periods of mutual minmax, after the cycle ends. And there are at least T − n such periods. Indeed, any sequence of consecutive action profiles a at the end of the cycle counts to the T periods of mutual minmax following the deviation, but such a sequence cannot be longer than n (or more precisely, n − 1), because a unilateral deviation in the first k periods of the cycle cannot yield action profile a. Thus, any unilateral deviation is unprofitable by virtue of (1).
Consider now any state w(1, ). Players are prescribed to play a. Note that no unilateral deviation can result in a = b. If players play the prescribed action profile a, the next state will be w(1, +1) (in the case when ≤ T −1) or w(0, 1) (when = T ). After a unilateral deviation, the next state will be w(1, 1). Players prefer to play the prescribed strategies, since this results in T − + 1 periods of mutual minmax, followed by playing the cycle. Any unilateral deviation results instead in (at best) the minmax payoff in the current period, followed by T periods of mutual minmax and then playing the cycle. The former option dominates the latter for sufficiently large δ.
Similarly in every state w(2, ), players are prescribed to play a, and the next state will be w(1, 2) or w(1, 1), depending on whether the prescribed action profile a = a or a unilateral deviation occurs. Players prefer to play the prescribed strategies, since this results in T periods of mutual minmax, followed by playing the cycle. Any unilateral deviation results instead in (at best) the minmax payoff in the current period, followed by T periods of mutual minmax and then playing the cycle.
Proving patient strictness is similar to the arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.
